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Every September the nerd in me always gets excited. September is not about going back 

to school or embracing the soon-to-come fall weather. For me, it’s all about the unveiling 

of Apple’s new products. My favorite part about the reveal is hearing about the new 

iPhone. This year, unfortunately, my excitement and giddiness were nowhere to be found.  

 

After a year of speculation on the features and the size, Apple showcased the next 

generation of iPhones at their keynote address on September 7th.  The unveiling presented 

two new colors and several new features that got the world excited for the release on 

September 16th. But as an adamant iPhone and Apple product user since the release of the 

iPhone 4s and the first-generation iPod Mini, I am not impressed with the iPhone 7 and 7 

Plus. While the new colors and features catch my eye, the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus are the 

first Apple products I have no intentions on investing my money in. During the keynote 

address Tim Cook, Apple’s current CEO, stated, “The iPhone 7 and 7 Plus are our best 

iPhones yet.” I beg to differ. 

 

The Good 

 

For selfies kings and queens and those who love taking pictures, you will love the 

improvements on the cameras for the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus. The cameras are by far the 



 

best any iPhone has seen. Although the cameras have the same 12MP sensor as the 

iPhone 6s and 6s Plus, Apple added a wider aperture, lens, image processor, and optical 

image stabilization to the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus. Meaning, the lens lets fifty percent more 

light in, captures colors better, and makes photos less blurry. These new advancements 

for the camera helps users capture photos higher quality photos in low light. In the past, 

Apple struggled in the low light capture area. So, the improvement is a huge deal to 

iPhone users. The camera improvements are not the only good thing about the iPhone 7 

and 7 Plus. At last, Apple made both of the new models water resistant. Lovers of 

iPhones, like myself, have been waiting the longest to have this feature added.  Samsung 

may have already beat Apple to the punch, but an iPhone being water resistant is a big 

deal and long overdue. 

 

The Bad 

 

There is no longer a clickable home button. For the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus, Apple decided 

to install a pressure-sensitive solid-state button. It does not move but responds with a 

“haptic” vibration from being pressed. The new home button is perfect for security 

purposes. It makes it harder for someone to get inside your phone. However, it also 

causes difficulties for users trying to unlock their own phone. The removal of the 

clickable home button was made to make room for the water-resistant feature. But if 

Samsung can figure out how to make water resistant phones with a clickable home 

button, Apple needs to figure it out too.   

 



 

The Controversial 

 

The most controversial change with the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus is the lack of a headphone 

jack. For people who love to the charge their phone while listening to music and are not 

huge Bluetooth headphones fan, like myself, the removal of the headphone jack is 

detrimental. While all of the new iPhones come with dongles, the process to connect your 

old headphones to the dongle is not convenient/. It’s like Apple is forcing me to spend 

more money and buy Bluetooth headphones. At the keynote, Apple unveiled their new 

wireless Bluetooth headphones, the AirPods, as a “solution” for the removal of the 

headphone jack. The AirPods have a clear and crisp sound and cannot easily fall out of 

your ear, but they are not budget friendly. The AirPods are $159, which is not a solution 

that most people will want to invest in.  

 

 

The iPhone 7 and 7 Plus may have features that are revolutionary for Apple, but they are 

not their best phones yet. The iPhone 6s and 6s Plus have that title. If you are unsure 

about getting the iPhone 7 or 7 Plus, listen to your gut and wait. With the 10th anniversary 

for the iPhone coming next year, who knows what Apple will have in store.  


